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Severing Resonating Cords 
 
What? 
HEMF Emotional Signatures can be so full that they develop cords which extend out to 

other parts of the subtle structure. They are vibrating in resonance with the emotional 

content held in the HEMF system. HEMF Emotional Signatures are usually hot or active 

and consistently live in the current moment. These signatures radiate out at a rate that 

is compatibly resonate with other anatomical parts. Resonating Cords evolve because 

the Emotional Access Points are misaligned. Realigning Emotional Access Points is 

critical before Severing Resonating Cords. 

 

Why? 

These parts attract to themselves HEMF fibers or cords that release out of the built up 

content of the signatures. This pathology creates an HEMF network that can be wide 

ranging and effectively reaching distant parts of the structure. It can be considered a 

type of subtle inflammatory process. Resonate Cords can affect the color, health and 

flexibility of the entire HES. When they connect into a specific part of the anatomy 

Resonant Cords are also impacting the system within which that anatomy is included. 

You may find the Template is a common location of Resonating Cords. This is because 

of its relationship with the HEMF of the Microbiome. Because of its absorptive nature 

the Microbiome magnetically attracts emotional content to itself where it is suspended in 

the Template around but still completely outside of the HEMF. 

 

How? 

Untangling Resonate Cords is an important step toward a more vibrant whole structure 

health. It is necessary to reduce the clutter they create as well as to disconnect the 

powerful HEMF Emotional Signature they project out into the larger structure.  
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When Resonate Cords link an HEMF Emotional Signature to another part of the HES it 

usually expands in power and strength. Pulling the core of the emotion with it into 

locations in the structure that are unrelated to the business of the HEMF generate in 

another part of the HES a tie-in to the original emotional content and even the event that 

caused the emotional debris.  

 

This exaggerates the impact of the HEMF Emotional Signature and the event making a 

stronger structural pathology. To release the Resonate Cord requires capturing the core 

of the emotion and dismissing it. As the extended connection is removed and 

dismissed, the Resonate Cord retracts back into the original HEMF Signature and then, 

it relaxes the signature preparing it for removal.    

 

Sacred Anatomy Energy Medicine 

Severing Resonating Cords 
 

Symptoms: Strong and intense emotion that is difficult to understand.  

The pulse will be thick and a little slow and may even catch in places. The percentage 

of effectiveness will be between 50% and 65%. There will be a need to remove between 

3 and 10 HEMF Emotional Signatures. There is a deep resonate tone you will feel 

beneath this composite of the signatures that dominates the HES. It has a broad base 

and is heavy feeling and will slow the dowsing rod. Realign Emotional Access Points 

first. 

    

1. With permission, applying your Edge, determine the need to Sever Resonating 

Cords. Realign Emotional Access Points before proceeding. 

2. Determine how many Resonating Cords will need to be severed. Ask Archangel 

Michael to lend you his sword. Sever left, right, back, front, below and above. 

3. Name the related System. 
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4. After you have severed each Cord starting at the top of the HES like a root pull 

the emotional core out of this System. The cord will feel like a plug that is 

anchored at the center of the specific part of the anatomical system where the 

Resonating Cord originated. It will leave a tunnel-like hole behind.(there may be 

more than one system)  

5. Fill the hole with ULL.  Pack each one. 

6. Track back from the start of the hole into the identified originating system and fill 

the entire system with ULL.  

7. Remove the Emotional Signature/s from the HEMF. As you lift out the signature 

feel the vibration of the Resonating Cord which will still be active and continuing 

to shake. It will continue vibrating until you pull both the resonate cord and the 

signature out- thank it, and release it into the Sun. 

8. Replenish the HEMF with HEMF Radiance. 

9. Fill all the holes and the involved systems with ULL. 

10. Bring in Harmonizing the HEMF and Harmonizing- which ever system you were 

working with. 

11. IBWSIB   
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